I put this review in a particular framework. Urry (2003) proclaimed a ‘complexity turn’ across the social sciences, seeing the major problems of today as characterised by new levels of complexity. CDA was part of the ‘turn to language’ that transformed the social sciences in the 1960s and 1970s. I argue that the ‘turn to language’ leads inexorably to this second turn. CDA today must accept the challenge of complexity, or it will condemn itself to irrelevance.

2.1 What is CDA?

Origins are always indefinite, but in this paper I trace a trajectory from 1974, from what can be seen as the first manifesto of what became CDA (Hodge and Kress 1974), to an arbitrary present, 2010. The manifesto, an unheralded article in a little-known journal, declared the need for a new form of linguistics, to study language in a way that would ‘explore the relations between language
and thought, language and society’ (1974: 5). As indication of CDA’s success today, there are two journals in the field, plus at least four others in which CDA is important. A recent Google visit had 270,000 hits for ‘Critical Discourse Analysis’, 110,000 for ‘Critical Discourse Studies’, with 146,000 for ‘Social Semiotics’, which I will argue is part of a common field. Google did not exist in 1974, but if it had we can be sure there would be no hits for any of these terms.

That may look good, as it is, even if Google is an imprecise measure. However, another Google search for two terms in the CADAAD conference title, ‘Ideology’ and ‘Identity’, found 24,200,000 and 425,000,000 hits respectively. The numbers are rough guides, but the contrast is stark enough to draw a rough conclusion. These objects of analysis are far more salient than CDA is, as a means to study them. From this I draw a contradictory judgement on CDA I explore later in the article. CDA is both highly successful AND not nearly successful enough.

Rather than begin by defining CDA I will deploy what I understand as a CDA perspective on CDA itself. This is an ‘ostensive’ definition: showing it in action. CDA aims to guide analysis, so ostensive definitions are especially suitable. I use two attributes to frame the demonstration: close attention to social functions and meanings, and scrutiny of features of linguistic form which other traditions treat as meaningless.

‘CDA’, for instance, can seem a neutral set of letters to refer to Critical Discourse Analysis, itself seen as semantically and socially equivalent to ‘critical analysis of discourse’, or ‘analysing discourse critically’. However, this transformational chain is motivated at every stage, and that motivation is a key to its social meaning.

From this perspective, the acronym does a lot of work. It homogenises the practices that give the group its identity. The claimed homogeneity can then become a cover for heterogenous practices. It allows individuals to belong to the group without having to say what the group does or stands for. As I probe this piece of language, my analysis has social effects, challenging the cohesion of the group at the same time as it explores the basis of their and my belief system. There is a tension here between ‘identity’, understood as what gives groups a sense of being all ‘the same’, and ‘ideology’, beliefs that underpin that sense of unity. Both of these are in tension with ‘practice’, the set of engagements by many people facing different problems in a complex and contradictory world.

All three component words, ‘Critical-Discourse-Analysis’, can be subjected to similar scrutiny. For instance, ‘critical’: who ‘criticises’ whom, and why? What social relationship is frozen and removed from scrutiny through this term? Given the left-wing affiliations that commonly identify this group, the referents might be understood to be ‘Left-wing’ criticizing the ‘Right’, but this binary is too simplistic. Could not the ‘Right’ equally use these forms of analysis against ‘the Left’? What mechanisms in the theory might stop that happening?

‘Critical’ could be referenced to the Marxist tradition, an ideological position in which ‘critical’ refers to analysis that sides with the oppressed, taking apart the ideological weapons of the oppressors carried through forms of language,
in order to even the terms of the battle. But what if the oppressed (to use this binary for the moment) need a different form of help? To enhance their own communications, rather than demolish their enemies? Relentless criticism might be irrelevant, or counter-productive.

‘Analysis’ as the term defining the approach has similar problems. It comes from Greek *ana-lysis*, breaking up something, loosening (*lysis*) bonds. Complementing ‘analysis’ is ‘synthesis’, putting things together. Combined with ‘critical’, analysis implies a destructive approach. But sustainable struggles need more scope and flexibility, to build and unite as well as destroy and take apart meanings, ideas, movements, people, in a world characterised by connections and alliances, local and global, not just struggle and difference. In a step towards inclusiveness, the new journal in this area calls itself *Critical Discourse Studies*, while CADAAD includes *Critical Approaches*.

‘Discourse’ proved a productive alternative to ‘language’, the earlier defining term (as in ‘Critical Linguistics’, Fowler et al 1979, ‘Critical Language Awareness’, Fairclough 1992). ‘Discourse’ had some decisive advantages over ‘language’ when it was first proposed (e.g. Van Dijk 1985, Fairclough 1989) because of different meanings it covered, contradictions it allowed. Compared with ‘language’ it included studies of processes and structures, language and thought, social processes and meanings in circulation.

‘Language’ brought another limitation into the study of social meaning, its default restriction to verbal language. Between ‘Critical Linguistics’ in 1974 and now, an information revolution transformed all media, introducing new conditions of communication for all forms studied by ‘Critical Analysis’. This drove the development of ‘Social Semiotics’ (Hodge and Kress 1988, Van Leeuwen 2005), which aimed to broaden the base of CDA, not be an alternative. ‘Discourse’ could have include meanings carried by all signifying systems, in all media: social semiosis. The struggles it was concerned with often took place in media systems, even more reason to take an inclusive view.

However, the dominance of verbal language exerted powerful influence over ‘discourse’. CDA evolved with a boundary between verbal and other forms of language, creating an artificial separation from ‘Social Semiotics’. I argue that whatever CDA refers to, its object includes social semiotic phenomena, and whatever Social Semiotics refers to, it includes CDA. The difference between the terms is mostly political, to establish primacy in a single academic territory. Political differences, of course, matter for CDA and Social Semiotics. However, they should not be confused with a supposed difference in intellectual projects, nor get in the way of building alliances that both groups need.

But the main force distorting both fields has been the role of the dominant Linguistics. This emphasised Language as a unitary object of study, separated from both society and thought, confined to the study of verbal language. This was the target of the 1974 manifesto quoted above. CDA challenged the exclusion of the social. It has a rich array of ways of studying social processes, especially power, as they act in ‘discourse’. However, like the mainstream Linguistics it supposedly rejects, CDA has problems with studying social *meanings* as allied to *thought*. Van Dijk (1985) insisted early on in including the study of cognitive structures in CDA, but he won few followers then. CDA
cannot do the job it sets itself unless it can explore complex meanings that
emerge in social interaction, and the complex processes which produce them,
no less social for being located in minds.

The key factor here has been the influence of Chomsky’s dominant brand of
Linguistics, and a contradiction it transmitted. Chomsky declared Linguistics
a branch of cognitive psychology, but in practice marginalised the study of
language and thought from the discipline he dominated. This story is too
complex for more than a brief summary here. It deserves a full study by a CDA
approach, one with a strong cognitive component, which asks what key agents
and typical actors thought and meant.

In Linguistics the re-instatement of mind and meaning belatedly re-emerged
in a minority branch, Cognitive Linguistics, which excited many participants
in the 2010 CADAAD conference. As one example of the value of this
direction, Chris Hart (2008) studied processes surrounding metaphors and
shifting frames of meaning as applied to migrants in the British media in the
election. Metaphors and shifts of meaning alike bring into the frame of
analysis the kinds of instabilities that mark social interactions in times of
stability as of crisis. Cognitive processes and meanings always underpin the
seemingly inexorable operations of the power of the dominant.

I hope it will be useful to others in CDA, broadly defined, for me to insist that
this emphasis was central in earlier definitions of the field (Hodge and Kress
1974, Kress and Hodge 1979). Social meaning was a central object of study
from the outset, represented in various texts and processes. Thought and
cognitive processes were vital for study and analysis. This line of research does
not need to be brought into CDA. It was always there.

2.2 Ideology, Identity, Interaction

This triad of terms forming the theme of the CADAAD conference were well-
chosen to provoke reflections on CDA. ‘Interaction’, the third of the three
(171,000,000 Google hits) is the hardest to pin down, yet it has the greatest
effect on the other two, and on CDA itself. Etymologically ‘discourse’ comes
from Latin dis-currere, to run forwards and back, as in a chariot race, or in
the passage of ideas or speech between two or more participants. Some kind of
interaction is basic to ‘discourse’. The decisive break marked by ‘discourse’
versus ‘language’ was its incorporation of interaction, the dynamics of change
and social process, compared to the huge, abstract static entity invoked by
‘language’.

Interaction is subtly powerful and transformative. It introduces a dynamic
perspective, challenging idealised, static structures with a different ontology,
where process and function are what needs to be explained, and a new ‘post-
structuralist’ epistemology loosens up monolithic structures, and irreducible
complexity and chaos become ever-present possibilities. Theories that seek to
understand social meanings in such a world need concepts and models that
can cope with interactions on this scale. Interaction is a key driver for Urry’s
‘turn to complexity’ (2003).

‘Ideology’ has been a key term for CDA from the outset, a strong link with the
Marxist tradition out of which it grew. Starting with Marx himself, that
tradition defined this key term variously, (Williams 1974), but for most it was
a coherent but false picture of reality, partial and distorted to serve or reflect the interests and assumptions of a particular group. Typical is Kress and Hodge's (1979: 6) early formulation: 'Ideology is a systematic body of ideas, organized from a particular point of view'. Fairclough followed this tradition (e.g. 1989: 2).

A clear break with this tradition appeared in the concept of the Ideological complex:

Ideological complexes [are] a functionally related set of contradictory versions of the world, coercively imposed by one social group on another on behalf of its own distinctive interests or subversively offered by another social group in attempts at resistance in its own interests. (Hodge and Kress 1988:3)

What is important here is that unity or consistency in ideology is no longer expected. Contradiction is not occasional and accidental, but ubiquitous. It is not dysfunctional, but key to how ideology normally functions and achieves its effects. Contradictions come from the process of struggle, as meanings from the other are incorporated into discourse, in complex structures which risk incoherence to manipulate better.

‘Identity’ is a slippery term, posing many problems for its victims and for CDA. The concept of contradiction in a theory of ideological complexes is a key to understand how this potent term works. On one hand it refers to a unique, individual entity: e.g. Bob Hodge and no other. On the other hand it refers to total loss of that individual identity in a collective: e.g. Bob Hodge as Australian, identical to all other Australians.

This sharp contradiction is highly functional. The same word, ‘identity’, applies to my unique individuality and to my ascription as standard-average-Australian-male. This implies that I am no less a unique individual for being Australian, no less Australian for being unique. I am also no less unique for being male, and no less male for being unique, and so on. It is a brilliant ideological move, almost too rapid to be seen, effective because not in spite of the fact that it is a bewildering contradiction.

Etymology is a sadly neglected branch of Linguistics and CDA alike. Here as elsewhere it is a helpful way into understanding the complexity of the word today. ‘Identity’ comes from Latin idem-et-idem, ‘that one and that one’, or ‘the same and the same’. This history brings out the deictic basis of the word. Identity does not represent a quality, it points to elements in the world, in a primal act of classification.

‘Essentialist’ understandings of identity have been criticised, e.g. by Bhabha 1994, Nederveen Pieterse 2004, as problems in practice as well as theory, because they remove identity from social processes and fix it in rigid, non-negotiable eternal forms. Bhabha (1994) proposed the controversial term ‘hybridity’ to describe a new kind of identity he associated with late colonialism and a globalised world. ‘Hybridity’ puts multiplicity on the agenda, but still as a quality of individuals. A deictic concept of identity removes it from a connection with any supposed inner essence.

Deictic identity comes from outside, from a pointing finger and a classifying gaze. It is part of an apparatus of control. Even strategic uses of it for resistance are shaped by that primary social fact. It has only such unity as is
maintained by the identifying agency, which commonly seeks to remove all
differences that complicate their control. Within any category, ‘sameness’
sometimes corresponds to recognised similarities, but it often masks
relationships of complementarity or antagonism.

A deictic concept of identity relocates contradictions, from what is represented
to the social practices which achieve them: pointing a finger that can be
mobile, and point in many different directions. Multiple identities are the rule
not the exception, and have always been. Framing the situation in terms of the
ideological complex, we can see how this contradiction makes ‘identity’ an
especially convenient form for ideological use.

3. The Problem of Scale

Critical Linguistics had no explicit model of the different scales at which
processes of social meaning take place. Fairclough (1989: 25) introduced a
simple, three-level scheme which has proved useful and influential, but 20
years later this framework needs to be strengthened and extended. In a
complex, multiscalar world, processes go across levels of space and time
(Gilmore 2002). Meanings are at play at every level. How are they to be
captured and analysed? Without some ideas of what form these higher-level
meanings take, and explicit analytic methods to track and interpret them,
there is a danger that meanings at levels above the text will come only from
the prejudices of the analyst.

In the CAADAD conference I was struck by how many presenters used corpus
linguistics to analyse data. This would not have happened 20 years ago. The
way it is done now has problems of fit with older methods, but I believe these
problems must be faced and overcome. To do so, CDA must develop a
comprehensive, multiscalar model.

The idea of ‘fractals’ from theories of chaos and complexity could play a role in
such a model. According to Mandelbrot (1993) fractals are naturally-occurring
self-similar non-Euclidean patterns across different scales or at the same
scale. Mandelbrot claims that fractals at different levels have equivalent
degrees of complexity. Large-scale patterns of discourse are not inherently
more complex than smaller-scale patterns. So patterns at any one level, small
or large, are guides to patterns at other levels. Multiscalar structures with
many layers are richer than simplistic three-level models of sociology, micro,
meso and macro, even in recent more complex forms (e.g. Foster and Potts
2009).

I illustrate how fractal models can frame software analysis of corpus for multi-
scalar CDA research. The program, Leximancer 3 (Smith and Humphreys
2006) is based on word-frequency algorithms, from which it builds up ‘concepts’, formed of high-frequency words which travel together, which
algorithms identify as ‘themes’. Themes can be varied in size, from few (a
higher scale of integration) to many. This multi-scalar analysis of levels of
meaning can be reframed in fractal terms. The size and position of circles
signify the size and relationship of the themes at this scale.

The corpus I analyse in the figure below was the text of the 2010 CADAAD
program, 88 speakers and their topics. The rationale was the fractally-
informed hypothesis that each title would be the presenter's own micro-version of their fuller text, and that these 88 speakers, the CADAAD community attending the conference, would have a fractal (self-similar but not identical) relationship to the larger CDA community.

The text I am analysing is a picture of a composite text, produced by a composite virtual speaker, as an authorised version of the larger composite text produced by them all in the conference. My analysis is a form of CDA, even though it is directed at a visual object, a computer-produced composite map, not at text produced directly by speakers. The map aggregates such speech acts, and the speakers' collective identity is subsumed into the meta-identity of this meta-speaker, who is CDA itself.

Figure 1

I will make a few observations on this text, to illustrate how this form of CDA may work. Firstly, I understand this text in interactional terms, as a response of this community to the Conference title text, Ideology, Identity, Interaction. The text of figure 1 shows that ‘ideology’ is a key term for the conference community, as it was for the committee, but ‘identity’ and ‘interaction’ are not.
Instead, the semantic world of the community is distributed mainly between ‘ideology’, ‘media’ and ‘discourse’. Significantly, ‘media’ is more prominent than ‘discourse’, even in a conference on Critical Discourse Analysis.

It is significant that these three main themes do not connect. This syntagmatic fact of the visual text suggests that the three themes organise distinct thematic universes, for distinct communities. This picture shows that those who referenced ideology in their titles did not reference either discourse or media. The same lack of connection characterises the other two terms. A specific pathway links the themes of discourse and media, and press (not discourse itself) with ideology, but the main message of the picture is disconnection.

Disconnection is not full contradiction, but it identifies fissures in what would be otherwise understood as a single, cohesive field, giving a single cohesive identity. From this picture it seems that only those who frame their work around ‘discourse’ include political analysis strongly. Surprisingly, the concept of ideology is not strongly inflected politically. Nor is media analysis.

Interpreted in terms of the concept of the ideological complex, these disconnects and contradictions do not unambiguously identify weaknesses in the field, or problems of identity. In this as in other cases of the kind of CDA I am advocating, fissures are diagnostic, showing tensions in the field, not fault lines about to open up. The key question with contradictions is: what function do they serve, in what dynamic condition of the field in question?

3. Analysing Identity

One strength of CDA from its earliest days till now has been the practice of generating theory out of analytic practice. This has allowed the theory to grow by accumulation, becoming something richer than individual analysts could have hoped for, more contradictory than most would want to admit. I will illustrate how productive this strategy is by examining ‘identity’ and ‘ideology’ in a single, challenging textual instance.

I came across the text in figure 2 by chance, as I wandered into a small cafe near Brighton, England. I could hardly believe my eyes as I read this front-page story.

At a first glance, this text may seem too obvious to need analysis. It is racist in content and intent, clearly designed to arouse or reinforce racist sentiments in readers who share Clarkson’s anti-Muslim sentiments, also guaranteed to anger people like myself with opposite views. CDA is not needed to show that British media and society carry large streaks of racism which generate offensive articles like this. Yet it can drill deeper, to bring out the complex, sometimes surprising processes which surround this kind of event, illuminating the non-linear causality which needs to be understood for effective interventions. CDA’s value as a heuristic device is I believe underestimated and under-used. It is at its best in close readings of individual ideologically laden texts like this one, situated in an implicit or explicit fractal framework.
In the form of CDA I am using, my own interaction is part of my reading. The content of the page constructs an opposition between male and female, British and Muslim, seemingly designed to connect with a presumed British male viewer/reader through Clarkson’s direct gaze and complicit smile, while the Muslim woman gazes into the distance. This would have been called the ‘preferred’ or ‘dominant’ reading by Marxist/Semiotician/Cultural Studies theorist Stuart Hall (1980) in a major contribution to CDA that is not usually seen as such. Hall developed a form of analysis which prefigured ideological complex theory, in which ‘dominant’ meanings co-exist with ‘negotiated’ and ‘oppositional’ meanings in an on-going struggle.

In these terms I am male and English-speaking, but not British or Muslim, and hence an oppositional reader. In terms of ideological complex theory, however, my aberrant position can re-configure the key categories and identities which are at play in the ideological work of the image. In these terms, my role as an oppositional reader is not an accident. I am meant to be there, to be as irritated as I am. My expected irritation is part of the pleasure of this text for the dominant racist readers, re-inforcing their sense of dominance, constructing my own sense of being marginalised. Yet this trick, designed to co-opt my resistance, may not succeed. I may oppose on my own terms, aided by CDA.
A fractal framework allows an intensive CDA/Social Semiotic reading of this text which for positivist forms of science may seem unscientific, but is experimental good-practice for non-linear science. This open, engaged kind of reading is called ‘Reading as analysis’ by Carbó (2002). CDA from the outset added new resources to reading/analysis by including meanings carried by features of language, often aspects of grammar, syntax or form, which act as auxiliary signs, that carry social meanings no less potent for being so often unconscious or invisible. This has been CDA’s major contribution to analysis of social meaning from the beginning, yet it has often been misunderstood as if it only involved a privileged and limiting relationship with Linguistics. Instead, it is a way of seeing the social meaning and effects of what is treated by most forms of Linguistics as semantically empty, socially disconnected aspects of form.

I begin with the fact that this is clearly a multi-modal text in Kress and Van Leeuwen’s sense (2001). The text consists of words and image, and the words are visual images. The size of the type-face is the typographic equivalent of a shout, a complex, ambiguous statement declaring its importance but not its meaning, or more precisely, declaring that vehemence is more important than content. The black background is continuous with the woman’s burka, which makes it seem dangerous. Only the woman’s eyes can be seen, seemingly just behind the words, part of the syntax yet also not part of the verbal text.

Kress and Van Leeuwen attend to signs signified by the placement of elements of texts in an image, adapting Halliday’s categories of ‘given’ and ‘new’ (1985). In this case, the veiled woman is in the left (‘new’) slot in three lines of text: ‘Burka’ + eyes: ‘Babe’s’ + veil: ‘Undies’ + rest of Burka extending down to the feet, outside the frame of the image. These theorists see the main meanings communicated by this kind of sign as ‘modality’, the status or credibility of the message, (see Halliday 1985 and Hodge and Kress 1988). In this interpretation, the woman’s image is both content, an image containing important messages, and ‘modality’, affecting how it is interpreted.

This whole text has low levels of logic. The sentence ‘Burka babe’s undies ad fury’ has at least three possible interpretations. In one the possessive refers to her undies. In the second it refers to the ad. In the third it refers to ‘fury’, fury felt by either her or another. As the story unfolds it is revealed that the third is what is being referred to. A video-clip for a cosmetics firm showed the woman putting clothes on till she was fully clothed, wearing a burka. The ‘story’ concerns hypothetical Muslim objections to the ad.

However, this is not the ‘correct’ interpretation. The ambiguities are functional, and probably deliberate. They include suggestions which may lead salacious anti-Muslim males to buy the paper to see this ‘babe’s’ fury. In practice the single ‘correct’ interpretation is not correct. Contradiction and ambiguity are crucial to its effect, as it functions within a racist ideological complex.

We can see contradictions present even in the smallest fractal level, in the first word, in the next fractal level up, the phrase ‘burka babe’s’, continuing into the phrase ‘burka babe’s undies’. ‘Burka’ uses a non-English word to refer to a form of clothing seen by Muslims and non-Muslims alike as a signifier of Muslim identity. Since it uses a Muslim term to refer to a Muslim practice it
appears to respect the right of the culture to represent itself in its own terms. The spelling ‘burqa’ would reflect a form of transcription of Arabic which signifies its irreducible otherness. The choice of ‘burka’ assimilates it into the English spelling system. It is both culturally sensitive and insensitive.

This level of meaning may be supposed invisible to most readers, but the meaning is present in this text with massive redundancy at every level. It is overt, and shocking, in ‘burka babes’. People who wear burkas are not referred to as ‘babes’. This can be seen from a cognitive linguistics perspective as an example of frame shifting and conceptual blending (Coulson 2001). It can also be seen as blatant, non-negotiable contradiction from Marcuse’s critical Marxist point of view (1972). The two perspectives are complementary, both with a role to play in CDA. For Marcuse, this quality was a sign of social pathology of US capitalism, in the extreme form it presented itself to him in US media discourse of the 1960s. For Coulson, a similar quality reflects options for ‘normal’ people engaged creatively in interaction. It is important for CDA to be able to distinguish between the two. Contradiction is a normal part of an ideological complex, but identifying it is the beginning not the end of inquiry. Empirical CDA analysis should determine if the vertiginous shifts of frames and concepts have reached pathological levels, creating a racist delirium in which all rational thought has become impossible.

The two objects of analysis, burq/ka, and ‘burka babes’, have similar meanings but raise different issues for CDA analysis. The contradiction in ‘burka babes’ is clearly intentional. The meaning is encoded, designed to have impact. But the choice of ‘burka’ over ‘burqa’ is not plausibly explained like this. It requires a grasp of language only found amongst language specialists. It seems to reflect linguistic knowledge of encoders held in their unconscious. This may have more effect on decoders precisely because it is unconscious on both sides, anchoring encoders and decoders in an ideologically potent union. This major question cries out for cognitive CDA research.

Ideological complexes are structured like onions, with similar patterns at every level. The burqa full of contradictions as a marker of identity. Strictly it refers to a clothing principle rather than any individual item: that women in public should be almost completely covered. Since it applies only to Muslim women, not men, it signifies an identity as both Muslim and woman, but more Muslim by looking less like other (male) Muslims. It negates women as sexual beings, and in the process is a constant reminder that this is what they are, and why they have to be so fully covered. Seeing ‘identity’ in deictic terms, the burqa is like a mirror, reflecting the pointing finger back to the pointer. It is a device that blocks out all individual identities and replaces them with the single but potentially contradictory identity: Muslim and/but woman.

This play of identities is replicated and manipulated in the text. The accompanying story opposes ‘Muslims’ to ‘Top Gear host Jeremy Clarkson... The revved-up TV presenter’. The text describes Clarkson through many attributes which combine to make him a unique individual. None of these attributes includes the more generic identity markers of ‘British’, or ‘male’. He has so many identifiers that he has almost lost, or transcended, limited and limiting identifiers equivalent to ‘Muslim/female’. But the relevant ideological complex re-introduces these categories, in an unstated form that is harder to attack or criticise. He is recognised to have a gender and national identity that
links him with other males, and all inhabitants of Britain. The ideological complex carries and manages the contradictions (he both is and isn’t British, and his status, as male and prejudiced, both is and is not acknowledged and/or relevant) by being sometimes present to consciousness, sometimes not.

4. Circulation of Discourses

Dynamism is omnipresent in discourse and society. Texts and meanings are always situated in shifting contexts, constituted by and disassembled through interactions at every level. Static forms of CDA and other forms of social analysis tended to disregard this fact. There is a problem at the other end of the scale, of explanatory paralysis in the face of incessant change. As a practical form of social analysis and interpretation, CDA in its current form needs to develop provisional strategies which acknowledge change yet slow it down enough to allow it to be studied, however imperfectly.

The discourse-historical CDA approach of Reisigl and Wodak (2001) has valuable emphasis on the temporal dimension. They have produced significant results by studying changes in discourse and discrimination over time within a single national system. Their key terms can map onto the more abstract categories I propose. What they call ‘referential and predicational strategies’ give empirical content to what I call the deictics of identity. Their thematic analysis of argumentative, framing and perspectivation, mitigation and intensification are empirical studies of what I call ideological complexes.

I will develop my own position by way of extrapolating and reframing some general principles from this fine piece of relevant and theoretically informed empirical work:

1. The minimal objects for CDA are multi-scalar structures in space and time (shorter and longer histories embedded in social, material contexts on different scales). Only objects constituted like this can incorporate phenomena such as process, causality, change and intervention which give point to a CDA that studies society as a dynamic object, affected by local and global forces.

2. Conflict and contradiction are endemic within and between structures at every level in time and space.

3. Other levels collapse or erupt arbitrarily into every designated level. Longer or shorter histories can never be ignored, but the most relevant histories can only be discovered empirically. They can be made sense of but not deduced from a general macro-structural schema.

Two concepts play an important role in the way I develop a non-linear CDA. The first is transformations. This term was colonized by Chomsky as the foundation for his Linguistics (1957), but as his theory developed it became increasingly limited and marginalized (1995). Currently it is a defining contradiction in the ideological complex of Linguistics formed around his work. This has a theory of transformations in which transformations almost do not happen. As a result, they can be less studied by the branch of linguistics
whose name (TGG) seems to claim that it is built around their study, while discouraging other forms of Linguistics from intruding into this space.

This Ideological Complex had this desired effect in one respect, in the tendency of Halliday’s Systemic-Functional Linguistics (1985) to largely avoid the term ‘transformations’, as if the term and concept has a Chomskyan brand on it, unavailable to all other forms of linguistics. Since S-F Linguistics/Social Semiotics is a major strand in CDA, this has had the effect of extending the baneful effect of this Ideological Complex.

But transformations played a major role in another strand of CDA. In Language as Ideology (Kress and Hodge 1979) the Chomskyan limits on transformations were rejected in favour of a strong, psychologically-realist (cognitive linguistics) version. Social Semiotics gave transformation a broader scope and more basic role (Hodge and Kress 1988). In a dynamic, non-linear CDA we need today, transformations are even more fundamental, more protean in form, more unlimited and unpredictable in scope.

In this framework, interactions are also a form of transformation, and should be described in those terms. Yet so many such transformations intersect at every point and every level in every discursive event that a full analysis would be daunting. In response, CDA needs to adopt strategies that work with approximate formalisations, whose limits are recognised, embedded in empirical situations where observable conditions and consequences serve as a guiding thread through otherwise unmanageable complexity.

The second guiding concept is fractals. This concept was designed to identify and track forms of order in non-linear conditions. They are irregular, non-Euclidean forms or patterns, discovered in the data not imposed on it. These patterns are inclusive, incorporating whatever makes the phenomenon seem messy and unpredictable. Applied to discourse analysis, they point the analysis towards locating changes, between one form and another, which can be understood as fractals on the same level or above or below.

I illustrate the gains for analysis by looking at another part of the ‘Burka Babe’ text.

Figures 2 and 3 are a sequence of pages, separated by pages 2, 3 and 4. Page 3 contains a picture of a woman with bare breasts, a standard feature of this newspaper. This is so diametrically opposed to the image of the Muslim woman on page 1 that it can be read as a transformation of it, a negation, or it can ignored, as it will be in this analysis.

This form of CDA does not try to recover a single ‘correct’, psychologically real reading. On the contrary, empirical studies of this act of reading will show a range of different interpretations, affected by many factors, including culturally specific discursive schemata (Barnitz 1986). Instead it traces particular pathways as transformational sequences which redundantly carry social meaning. The pathway I focus on goes straight from page 1 to page 5. Each page contains similar elements: image and text, Muslim woman and British journalist. The words on page 1 strip the image of the burqa-clad woman by referring to the undies she wears. On page 5 this sequence is reversed. A series of images shows the progression of the model from underwear to full burqa.
The accompanying text, only some of which is included in the image, refers to a different story. Clarkson is reported from his TV show *Top Gear* talking about an incident he claimed happened while he was riding in a taxi, when a woman in a burqa fell over in front of the taxi and revealed she was wearing a red g-string. He claimed to find it distracting. The writer of this story stitches the unrelated stories together in a sequence, as if one (the video, which in fact was earlier) was an answer to or proof of the other: that Clarkson was ‘right’, and the video has emerged to confirm him.

As an example of good reasoning or proof, this has zero credibility. But that does not weaken its effect. In fact this contradiction is part of the ideological complex. Reason is simultaneously appealed to and negated, in a triumphantly irresponsible display of non-reason. In this move, the prejudiced are rational, and they do not have to be: and they are not rational, but that does not bother them. The effect of this ideological complex here is to neutralize reason in order to allow full indulgence to sexism and prejudice.

In general terms the sequence of stories is as follows:

Story 1 (the video) + Story 2 (Clarkson’s comment) => Story 3 (Daily Star)

In this sequence, each story is a fractal, and the social meaning of the transformations includes the set of changes introduced, and their agents.

Page 5 also contains a transformation of a fuller text, a video clip produced by a German advertising agency, Glow Berlin, to advertise a luxury on-line lingerie shop *Liaisons dangereux*. The *Daily Star* reproduced six images from this video, three of which are included in Figure 3. The video starred Miriam Wimmer, described as a ‘TV presenter’, though I have been unable to find any reliable information about her.

The *Daily Star* summary only starts one third of the way through this video. The video began with a completely naked Miriam Wimmer. She is shot discreetly from behind and with blurred images, but nonetheless is more naked than the *Daily Star*’s page 3 girl, and the paper only shows her after she
has put on bras and knickers. Symptomatically, the Daily Star applies its version of the burqa-principle to the original footage. A decision was apparently made not to risk offence by showing naked breasts of a supposedly Muslim woman.

The final image comes at the end of the sequence. This is reproduced on the front page, and is also a still in the advertising campaign. Each previous image can be read as a transformational sequence of fractal forms, but this last one is the most important. In the video we see the back view of the woman as she approaches a window to the outside. Then the point of view switches, to an external shot of the woman looking out, taken from outside the room and the building. The film freezes, becoming a still, with the caption ‘Sexiness for everyone. Everywhere’.

The video explains the faint images of a city surrounding her image in the press photo. These are reflections of a modern city, unidentified, but presumably Berlin. They could be intended to present her as a prisoner of this place, separated by a wall of glass from the sensuous richness of the secular global world. For me, there was another effect. It made her seem to tower over this city like its goddess, potently public yet completely private. These are contradictions of an ideological complex, which here give enhanced power to this Muslim woman and the culture she represents, at the same time as the image is drafted to support an advertising campaign for lingerie. Her personal identity is first subsumed into a generic Muslim identity, by her acts not by any external agency, but then that identity is subsumed into the most generic one of all. She is ‘everyone’, the identity which cancels out all other identities, just as wherever she is, that is everywhere.

The Daily Star constructed a fake interactional sequence, in which the video-clip is made to seem a response to Clarkson, or vice versa. This fakeness is not just a source of moral outrage. It is itself a social meaning. Actual responses, real and contrived, are vital data for CDA analysis, transformations of an initiating sequence, itself a transformation of earlier sequences. For this kind of analysis it is desirable to collect a good sample of responses. To illustrate, I will take one example:

**Empowering Muslim women**

As an advocate for the amelioration of women’s rights, I believe that this ad featuring German model Miriam Wimmer is a wonderful tribute to Muslim women because it does show that all women have the right to feel beautiful, love their bodies, dress themselves however they want to, and yes, wear sexy lingerie if they so desire.

... Kudos to this company for making this ad, especially in the light of anti-Muslim sentiment in Germany and Austria. Hopefully this ad also dispels the ludicrous idea that Muslim women can’t be modest and beautiful, or that they don’t appreciate the latest styles and fashions like every one else.


This blogger identifies himself as both American and Muslim, and his blog site is full of the contradictions that generates. Even two identities can produce a wide range of meanings. He reveals elsewhere in the blog that he is a male, which he here qualifies with the complicating personal identity of ‘advocate for the amelioration of women’s rights’. From this already complex position he emphasises one half of the ideological complex carried by the video.
To some degree it inverts the *Daily Star* reading, which emphasized (Muslim) ‘fury’. His is a Muslim affirmation. Importantly, like the *Daily Star* it still transmits the basic elements of the ideological complex: that Muslim women are both individual and generic, as shown by their being sexual beings and good consumers who are modest in public. But equally important is the way the ideological complex is continually re-configured but not eliminated through the various transactions discussed here, and in many others I have not analysed. It becomes a thread which is never lost but never the same.

The outcome of this analysis is not a consolidated form of the complex, but the range of twists and turns it is subjected to as it passes from situation to situation. This set of texts shows how mobile the complex is. The video image is born in Berlin, but contains a Muslim woman. It quickly spreads throughout the world, as indicated by the *Daily Star* text, an English text which acts as though the advertisement was made in Britain, and an American text which is aware of the real location and situation in Germany, while seeing the relevance for USA. Each node in the process is also a transformation, across which much changes, and yet (and so) much stays the same. Their contradictions might have been thought to leave them liable to excessive change, yet ideological complexes are remarkably stable.

### 5. Conclusion

This article is as full of contradictions as the ideological complex it describes. That is only partly a problem, since contradictions point to potential sites of weakness, yet they also identify potential growth points. Contradiction is appropriate for an account of CDA as a complex, dynamic set of approaches to understand the highly complex and chaotic world of society and meaning today.

But many readers may feel that I have an unhelpfully inconsistent, contradictory view of contradiction. At times I seem to welcome contradiction as a source of strength. At other times I use it in a more traditional way, to diagnose potential fault-lines or fissures, to set one aspect of a position against another so that ultimately it may unravel. My response to this is to insist that the fact of contradiction of itself is neither good nor bad. It is an empirical matter to find out how contradictions may or do follow back into a system or out into action. Contradictions can be sources of strength or weakness or both, depending on how they are managed.

I apply this idea to some of my main points. I position CDA somewhere between success and failure. If this is seen as putting it on a single continuum between success and failure, closer to the failure end, this judgement seems faint praise. If I insist on the contradiction, between incredible success and a massive disappointment, this opens a dynamic energising space, driven by anxiety and aspiration, rather than conservative complacency.

I have treated CDA as if it were a single, consistent bounded set of practices. Yet the differences from closely adjacent traditions (e.g. Social Semiotics, Systemic Functional Linguistics, Discourse Theory) are kinds of contradictions which need to be incorporated into a more inclusive form of CDA. In fact, all these traditions, including CDA, have its own version of the
same contradictions. So do all interesting theorists in all of them. So do the surrounding relevant disciplines, Sociology, Psychology and Linguistics to mention only three.

For instance, CDA and mainstream Linguistics alike need a link with cognitive processes. But this connection needs to be seen as incorporating contradiction between social and cognitive processes, such that a cognitive turn may make the social turn stronger, and vice versa. The CADAAD Conference saw the emergence of new tendencies along these lines. Yet it is also useful to be able to look back to the past, to see where and why these limitations became part of the CDA tradition, to rewrite and reclaim the past as a step towards reinventing the future.
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